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Thanks to the efforts made by the RD5 community
GEM and MICROMEGS reached their excellence:
high position, time and energy resolutions, high rate capability,
as well as quite reliable spark protection

The provocative question is: can we do even better?
Can we develop alternative designs of MPGDs,
able to compete with GEM and MICROMEGAS?
For example, can we develop spark-less designs?



Why sparks were mentioned? It looks like sparks are 
unavoidable in real experimental conditions(??)

GEM MICROMEGAS

It is known that sparks are developing via streamers

D. Thers et al., NIM A469,2001,133S. Biswas et al., Proc.of DAE-BRNS Sympos. Nucl. Phys. 60,2015, 910



A feature of streamers:
if a streamer starts in an 
electric field with parallel 
field lines, it is difficult to 
stop it

In contrast:
in a radial field streamers
could be self-quenched



Side view

Spark-less hybrid MPGD with a wire structure
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Possible way/ example #1
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Possible technology A: first wires 
with glass (or other materials ) balls 
on them are prepared, then these 
wires are stretched between res. 
walls

Possible technology B: wire are  fixed on 
the top of the cathode surface and spacers 
are then manufactured by a microelectronic
technology



Could be, of course, other options…
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..or special spacers (kind of straw chamber or close cathode chamber approach-see for example, D. Vagra et al., JINST TIPP2014 066)
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Side view

Spark-less hybrid MPGD strip or dots type
(could be easier to build)
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Possible way/example #2

A large scale prototype was already tested: V. Peskov et al., IEEE Nucl . Sci., 45,1998,244



Top view for the strip option
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Spark-less wall-less MPGD: small pillars+wire type  cathodes
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A simplified large scale prototype was already tested: V. Peskov et al., NIM A392,1997,89

Possible way/example #3



Example: small pillars, no walls. Is it possible?

…Of course, could be much more options, their studies and  optimization
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(An old question still remaining without a clear answer: can we obtain  a multiplication in a parallel-strip geometry ?)

Can we create such a field without walls?



An interesting  supporting approach: field shaping by inner strips

V. Cairo et al, JINST 9 C11022, 2014



The designs, mentioned above, were just examples (maybe not the best!) to trigger a brainstorm in 
the DISCO community

One is clear: the possibilities of microelectronic technology are almost unlimited (see examples)! 

(Rui Oliveira  is currently in a vacation,  but at next meeting he promised to express his ideas how to produce spark-less devices)

Metal is in black

V. Peskov et al, IEEE Nucl . Sci., 45,1998,244
A. Adeva et al., NIM A435, 1999, 402

J. Laude-Labbe et al., NIMA430,1999,54

…So, let’s think together!



Backup



Examples of already existed/tested MPGDS, capable operating in self-
quenched streamer mode

D. Mattern et al., NIM A300,1991,275 M. Lombardi et al. NIMA477,2002,64 V. Peskov et al.,  Instrum. Exper. Tech 22, 1979,1395



An alternative approach: accept sparks and optimize protective 
resistive electrodes, making them able to operate at high rates

P. Fonte et al., NIM A431, 1999,154

“Metallic” limit


